TASS DUAL CAREERS IN SPORT FORUM
TASS Dual Career Research Bursary
Overview
The TASS Dual Career Research Bursary is funding of up to £1,000 awarded to a graduate student
or young researcher studying dual careers. The aim of the Bursary is to support the development
of new ideas and innovation in the field of dual career research, or to allow the dissemination of
research to allow practical application. Up to 3 Bursaries maybe awarded.
Researchers are encouraged to submit a proposal for a short-term project and a select number
will be invited to present their ideas at the TASS Dual Careers in Sport Forum. The successful
candidate(s) will be awarded with the Bursary to support their research or dissemination.

Apply
Applications are made by completing the table below and returning this document to Guy Taylor
at info@tass.gov.uk by a deadline of Monday 29th October 2018.
Name
Email address
Phone number
Education institution
Highest level of qualification
(specific course)
Briefly describe any previous
study in the area of dual career
Project proposal (500 words)
Please provide an overview of
your research idea including
details of the aims, process, the
impact of the findings and
implications for future research
or dissemination
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Judging criteria of proposal/presentation
The ‘Project proposal’ will be used to assess the quality of the applicant’s project. The proposal
should include an introductory paragraph identifying the aims of the research/dissemination
including the reasons why this proposed topic is significant? The remainder of the proposal should
detail:
− How this research/project contributes to new insights and impacts
− Challenges you could face and how you would overcome them
− What are the implications of this project on Dual Career?
The judging panel will evaluate the research proposal presentations based on three judging
criteria (each is equally important):
1. Significance
2. Engagement
3. Communication
Project terms
The chosen research project is subject to the following terms:
− The project is defined as ‘short-term’ research and the work submitted should reflect this
− The project must be completed within a year of receiving the Bursary or by an absolute
deadline of 31st December 2019
− The author of the research must grant permission for TASS to publish and share the
research with its network and if the researcher is affiliated with an education institution
they must additionally provide evidence of the permission of the institution for TASS’s use

Contacts
For further information about the submission process please contact Guy Taylor by emailing
info@tass.gov.uk or contacting the TASS office on 0191 607 8270.
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